Step by step

guide

To pulling your credit report for free

Why you should pull

your credit report
According to a recent report by Consumer Union, about one
in five, or an estimated 40 million consumers, had an error on
one of their credit reports. The report indicates that “credit
report mistakes can have dire consequences for
consumers,” including higher interest rates on mortgage
loans due to a lower credit-rating category, higher auto
insurance payments, not qualifying for loans, the loss of a
potential new job, and even the inability to perform simple
online identity verifications.
Kevin Fallon McCarthy, managing partner for McCarthy Law
PLC, is determined to eradicate credit reporting errors and
the troubles they cause, nationwide. “My firm stands for
the proposition that we can wipe out credit reporting errors
completely within five years,” said McCarthy. “The key to
eradication is widespread no-cost legal representation for
the victims of credit reporting errors.”
McCarthy passionately believes that lack of financial
sophistication or resources should never stand in the way of
fixing a credit error. “The consumer will never reach into his
pocket to give us any money,” McCarthy continued. “It irks
me that these errors are completely avoidable. If the credit
bureaus would reform their policies, these errors would
completely go away.”
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Once the firm gets involved on behalf of a consumer, the
error is typically corrected within 45 days. When it’s not, the
firm will sue the offending creditor and credit bureaus for
violating federal law because they did not fix the error when
it was first brought to their attention. The firm advances the
costs of the suit and demands damages and attorneys’ fees
on behalf of the client. When the case resolves, the firm first
gives the client at least $1000 in damages or more
(depending on how many errors and defendants are
involved), then uses the remaining balance to re-pay its own
costs and fees.
McCarthy Law PLC, with its national footprint, knowledge
and resources, is uniquely qualified to make the nationwide
eradication of credit report errors a reality. “Anyone with an
error in their report should reach out to us for help,”
McCarthy adds. “If you haven’t checked your credit report in
the last 12 months, you should. If errors show up in it, there
is now no reason to let those errors victimize you in the
future.”
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Three step

process
01

Get all three credit
reports

02

Look at them to
see if there are
any errors

03

Call McCarthy Law
and get those
errors corrected
at absolutely no
cost to you

If you are struggling to get your reports, stop struggling. Call
McCarthy Law right away at 888-858-4250. Our experienced
staff has pulled thousands of credit reports and can help you
get through the process quickly and with maximum success.

Before you

start
1

Print this book so that you can have it next
to you when you are on the computer.

2

The process takes about 20 minutes so do it
when you have the time to complete it.

3

Do this in a place where you have access to
your old bills as you will be asked questions
about your bills that you may not be able to
answer unless you can look at your bills.
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How to obtain your
credit report for free
McCarthy Law wants to help you navigate the
process of getting all three of your credit reports
as provided by law. Many companies offer
competing sites that are trying to sell you
something. There are a few steps to getting all
three but with this step-by-step guide, you’ll be
done in no time!
This is the official site to obtain your free credit
report! Go to www.annualcreditreport.com
If you do an Internet search versus directly typing
in the URL – you will find paid sites that claim they
can obtain the same credit reports. Most will end
up asking for payment once you’ve entered all your
information. McCarthy Law recommends this site
because it is truly free.
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01
Step

At the bottom-left of the
site, click the red box
“Request your free credit
reports”.
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02
Step

Click “Request your
credit reports” at the
bottom of the page. This
page explains the
process. You can read it
all or just keep going.
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03
Step

Finally! Time to go to work.
Next, you will enter the
following information as
accurately as possible.
This page also verifies
that you are a real person
and not an Internet bot.
You can either spell out
the verification code given
or listen to a 3 second
audio clip to listen to a
code.
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04
Step

You will be asked how
many reports you would
like created. Choose
all three by clicking all
three boxes in front of
TransUnion, Equifax and
Experian.
Obtaining all three reports
is critical because each
credit or often reports
differently to reach Credit
Bureau.
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05
Step

You will be taken to this
page where you need to
verify that your
information is correct.
Click “Continue” after
you’ve checked to make
sure its right.
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06
Step

Next, you will be asked to
verify further who you are
by answering some
familiar questions relevant
to your background. These
questions can reach into
your past a ways. Spend
a few extra seconds on
these questions to help
jog your memory. After
you’re done, click “Next”
to proceed to the next
page.
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07
Step

Once you have been
successfully verified, you
will be brought to this
screen for the viewing of
your entire credit
report. Please click “Save
as PDF” in the middle of
the screen, right across
from where it says “Print
Report”. Please do this
so you can download the
credit report straight to
your computer.
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08
Step

Once you click “Save to PDF”,
your credit report will
download to your computer
to wherever your downloaded
files are stored. Please be sure
to save a copy of this on your
computer where you can easily find it, because at the end,
you’re going to email or fax all
three reports to
McCarthy Law for review.
After you save your credit
report, please do not exit this
screen.
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09
Step

On the same page where
your entire report was,
go to the right-hand top
of the page where it says
“Repeat these steps for
each credit report” and
Click “Get your next report
or finish” to begin the
same process for the next
credit report.
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10
Step

This message will come up as a
warning that you should print
a copy of your report for your
own records. You can choose
this option, but remember you
have a digital copy saved to
your computer so you can
always print it as often as
you’d like, whenever you’d like.
You may even prefer to view
the reports on your
computer instead of printing.
Credit reports can get very
long. Please click “Yes, I want
to return to
AnnualCreditReport.com now.”
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11
Step

Please Click “Get your
next credit report” to
proceed.
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12
Step

For your Equifax report,
please verify the last four
digits of your social
security number and click
“Click to Continue”.
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13
Step

Since you are now
obtaining a new credit
report from a different
bureau, you will need to go
through the verification
process similar to Step 6.
The questions are likely
to be different. Again, be
sure to read all the
choices given before you
select your answer.
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14
Step

Once you’ve been
successfully verified,
please click “View and
Print your report”, and
also save the transaction
code as mentioned
somewhere safe, just in
case.
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15
Step

Click “Save as PDF” at the
top right- hand side of the
page.
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16
Step

Please repeat the process
of saving the PDF to your
computer somewhere safe
you so can access it later.
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17
Step

Click “Get your next report
or finish” to begin
obtaining your third
credit report.
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18
Step

You will get a pop-up
message asking you if
you’re sure you want to
continue. Click the third
option (highlighted in
yellow), indicating that
you still need another
disclosure from a different
credit bureau.
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19
Step

Now, we are going to
obtain our last credit
report. Please click “Get
your next credit report”.
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20
Step

Enter in the last four
digits of your social
security number.
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21
Step

Just click “Submit” to
proceed with your credit
report. This will validate
your request.
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22
Step

Complete the verification
questions and click “
Continue” at the bottom
of the page.
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23
Step

After you complete the
verification questions, you
will be directed to this page,
where you can print your
credit report. There does not
appear to be a “Download” link
anywhere, so please click the
red box where it says “Print
report”, Save it as a PDF file,
and store it somewhere safe
on your computer, so later on
you can find it and attach it in
an email to McCarthy Law for
review.
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24
Step

If you have another credit
report you need to obtain
from annualcreditreport.
com, you can go up to the
top… or you can exit and
you will be directed to this
pop-up and you can now
safely exit the site.
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You

did

it!

You got all three bureau reports accurately and
for FREE! Look them over to determine if
anything is being reported incorrectly.
Congratulations! You did it.
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next

steps
• Do you have any errors?
• Not sure if you have any
errors?
• Having trouble reading the
report?

Call us. we can help.
888-858-4250

Call 888-858-4250
go to mccarthylawyer.com
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Once McCarthy Law gets involved on your
behalf, the error is typically corrected within 45 days. When it’s not, the firm will sue
the offending creditor and credit bureaus
for violating federal law because they did
not fix the error when it was first brought to
their attention.
McCarthy Law advances the costs of the
suit and demands damages and attorneys’ fees on your behalf. When the case
resolves, McCarthy Law first gives you at
least $1000 in damages or more (depending on how many errors and defendants are
involved), then uses the remaining balance
to re-pay its own costs and fees.
McCarthy Law PLC, with its national footprint, knowledge and resources, is uniquely
qualified to make the nationwide eradication of credit report errors a reality.

